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Chapter 7 Price, income & cross elasticities of demand
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Price, income & cross
elasticities of demand

The authoritative AQA AS/A-Level Year 1 Economics and its
companion textbook, AQA A-Level Year 2 Economics, have
been written specifically to meet the needs of AS and A-level
students following the AQA specification.

Price, income and cross elasticities of demand
Elasticity of demand measures the responsiveness of the quantity demanded to a
change in one of the factors influencing demand. In all cases, the formula for
measuring elasticity divides the percentage change in the quantity demanded by the
percentage change in the variable that influences quantity demanded.
In Chapter 6 we examined the main factors that determine demand. These factors are
price, income, wealth, price of substitutes and complementary goods, and individual
preferences. It is difficult to place a numerical value on ‘individual preferences’,
since they can change quickly as a result of social and emotional factors or changes
in fashion and taste. Given that there is no reliable way of measuring ‘individual
preferences’, it is not possible to calculate an elasticity of demand based on them.
Although wealth can be measured, we saw in the last chapter that the relationship
between wealth and spending is unreliable because it depends on the accessibility of
that wealth. Thus a person whose wealth is entirely held in property is unlikely to be
able to spend that wealth. In the UK a high percentage of people own their houses in
comparison to other European countries, but relatively few people are prepared to
sell their property in order to finance spending on goods that they wish to buy.
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Price elasticity of demand

Income elasticity of demand

Cross elasticity of demand

(PED) measures the
responsiveness of the quantity

(YED) measures the
responsiveness of the quantity

(XED) measures the
responsiveness of the quantity

demanded of a product to a

demanded of the product to a

demanded of a product to a

change in the price of that

change in incomes (consumer

change in the price of another

product.

incomes).

product.

% change in price of Product X

Price elasticity of demand is inelastic if the value lies between 0 and −1 (a large
percentage change in price leads to a smaller percentage change in quantity
demanded).
Price elasticity of demand is elastic if the value lies between −1 and −∞ (a small
percentage change in price leads to a larger percentage change in quantity demanded).
In Figure 7.1, DE shows an elastic demand curve. At a price of £10, we look along
the dotted horizontal line to Point A. By tracing the vertical dotted line down from
Point A to the ‘x’ axis, we can see that the quantity demanded is 8 units when the
price is £10. Moving along this demand curve to Point B, we can see that at a price
of £8, the quantity demanded is 20 units.
Figure 7.1 Price elasticity
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Section 1 Individuals, firms, markets & market failure

8.1

Review questions

Supply of agricultural produce
In recent years the UK supply of
agricultural produce has changed.
Competition from abroad has led
to a reduction in the number of
enterprises from 13,407 in 2008
to 10,955 in 2011. This fall has
not led to a fall in overall output
– instead it has meant fewer but
much larger firms. Large firms are
in a better position to introduce
new technology in order to improve
productive efficiency.
Since 2003, European Union
(EU) agricultural subsidies have
changed. Prior to 2003 they tended
to give much greater support to
dairy farming than other types of
agriculture. Since then greater
emphasis has been given to cereal
crops and livestock (beef and
sheep) farming. Subsidies are
now much lower for horticulture,
poultry and pig farming. Subsidies
to livestock farmers account for
approximately 50% of farm income,
with 40% subsidies for some
crops. In contrast, horticulture
(fruit and vegetables) receives a

Source: Migrant Seasonal Workers,
published by the Migration Advisory
Committee of the Home Office, May 2013

Land

Raw
materials

Labour

Machinery

Total

Cereal

10

62

6

22

100

Other crops

10

56

13

21

100

8

68

10

14

100

Dairy
Grazing

9

63

Pig

6

75

Poultry

6

81

6

22

100

8

100

5

100

11
8

Horticulture

4

55

32

9

100

Farming – overall

9

63

11

17

100

(1 mark)

a good?
A An increase in labour costs
B An increase in the price of a good in competitive supply
C An increase in the efficiency of factors of production
D An increase in VAT

Harvesting in West Norfolk – new
technology improves productive
efficiency

Exercises

Total: 50 marks

(1 mark)

3 Figure 8.4 shows the original supply curve for beef (S1) and the new supply

1 Define the term ‘subsidy’.

curve for beef (S2).

(3 marks)

2 Calculate the percentage fall in
the number of farms between
(4 marks)
2008 and 2011.

Price
of beef

3 Using Table 8.7, identify two
significant points of comparison
between the cost of factors of
production for different types of
(4 marks)
agriculture.

O

Figure 8.4

S2

S1

Quantity supplied of beef

Other things being equal, the change in supply curve from S1 to S2 might be
caused by:
A An increase in the price of horseradish sauce
B A decrease in the price of hides
C A decrease in the price of pork
D Value added tax being imposed on beef

4 In 2003, the European Union
cut its subsidy to dairy farmers.
Draw a diagram to show the
impact of this change on the
(4 marks)
supply of milk.

(1 mark)

4 Figure 8.5 shows the original supply curve for oil (S1) and the new supply curve
for oil (S2).

Price
of oil

6 The information above is
extracted from a report that
investigated the impact of
workers on the supply of
agricultural products. Based
on the information provided
and your own knowledge, to
what extent do you believe that
the labour supply is the most
important influence on the supply
of agricultural products? Justify
(25 marks)
your view.

Table 8.7 Contribution of land, raw materials, labour and machinery to total
production costs by farm type

88

A Desire to meet people’s needs
B Needs of the other factors of production
C Incentive to make profit
D Price of the good

2 Which one of the following changes will lead to an increase in the supply of

5 Explain why poultry farming
spends a larger percentage of
costs on raw materials than any
(10 marks)
other industry.

Percentage of total production costs
Type of
agriculture

Total: 44 marks

1 Entrepreneurs and firms are motivated to supply goods by the:

subsidy of only 15%. One in six
horticulture farms made losses in
2011, making horticulture farmers
much more likely to leave the
industry or change to other forms
of agriculture.
Different types of agriculture
use varying techniques and so their
costs are based on different factors.
Table 8.7 gives a breakdown of
costs for a typical farm within each
category.
New technology has encouraged
a move into crop production and
horticulture. For example, soil-less
production techniques have allowed
the strawberry-growing season to
be extended to 9 months a year.
New production techniques have
led to an increase in productivity
(efficiency) by 30% in recent years.
In most sectors, new technology
is considered to be the key to
further improvements in productive
efficiency.

S2

O

Figure 8.5

S1

Topic 1 Economic methodology &
the economic problem
1 Economic methodology
2 The nature & purpose of economic
activity
3 Economic resources
4 Scarcity, choice & the allocation of
resources
5 Production possibility diagrams
Exam-style questions
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Chapter 8 The determinants of the supply of goods & services

Topic 2 Price determination in a competitive market

REALWORLD
ECONOMICS

Quantity

Moving from Point A to Point B enables us to calculate the price elasticity of demand.
The change in price from £10 to £8 is a 20% fall (–2/10 × 100 = –20%). The change
in quantity demanded is an increase of 150%, i.e. (20 – 8)/8 × 100. Therefore price
elasticity of demand is 150%/−20% = −7.5.

AQA AS | A-Level Year 1 Economics

Topic 2 Price determination in a
competitive market
6 The determinants of the demand
for goods & services
7 Price, income & cross elasticities
of demand
8 The determinants of the supply of
goods & services
9 Price elasticity of supply
10 The determination of equilibrium
market prices
11 The interrelationship between
markets
Exam-style questions

Chapter

Chapter 38 Economic growth & the economic cycle

UK economy grew, but the level of GDP fluctuated widely. The UK’s rate of economic
growth over this period was relatively slow. The cause of this relatively slow growth
was the major recession in 2008–09 during which economic growth was negative,
dragging down the average growth figure. The UK’s trend rate of economic growth
is that rate which is achieved over a long period of time without fuelling increases
in the rate of inflation. In other words it is a long-term, sustainable rate of economic
growth for an economy. We will return to the notion of the trend rate of economic
growth later in this chapter.

This chapter takes an in-depth look at ways in which the economic performance of an
economy can be judged through the analysis of data on economic growth. It contrasts
short-run and long-run economic growth, and examines the difference between
positive and negative output gaps. It also studies the various demand-side and
supply-side factors that determine short-run and long-run economic growth, building
on material covered in Topic 7. We introduce the concept of the economic cycle and
the economic indicators that can be used to identify the various stages of the cycle.
Finally, we look at the ways in which demand-side and supply-side shocks can affect
the level of activity in an economy.

Short-run and long-run economic growth
Economic growth is normally measured by an increase in an economy’s GDP over
a specific time period, usually one year. Figure 38.1 shows the rate of growth of the
UK’s economy over an eight-year period as measured by growth in real GDP.
It can be seen that over this period the value of goods and services produced by the
Fig 38.1

Figure 38.1 Economic
growth in the UK
2007–14, measured by
growth of real GDP

GDP (£ billion)
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Growth (%)
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Short-run economic growth
This type of economic growth does not involve an expansion of the productive
potential of an economy; rather it entails using the resources that are already
available to an economy more fully. For example, output as measured by GDP may
rise because previously idle factories or other types of unused capital equipment
are brought back into production or because firms hire people who were unable to
find employment. Utilising these resources, which are already available, allows an
economy to increase its production of goods and services without the need to acquire
additional resources.
The production possibility boundary in Figure 38.2(a) illustrates the process of
short-run economic growth. Initially the economy may be operating at Point X and
producing OC of capital goods (those that can be used to produce other goods) and
OA of consumer goods. However, since this economy is operating at a point within
its production possibility boundary, it is not utilising all the resources available to
it. The economy can increase its output by merely using the resources available to it
more fully. This is illustrated by the move from Point X to Point Y. As a consequence,
the output of consumer and capital goods rises – from OA to OB and from OC to
OD respectively. This leads to an increase in the economy’s GDP.
Capital
goods

2009

2008

2013

P1

AD2

A

B

O

Consumer goods

Y2 Yf

Real GDP
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Chapter 42 Possible conflicts between macroeconomic policy objectives

Positive output gaps and inflationary pressures
As shown in Figure 42.1, inflationary pressures are associated with positive output a
gaps. As an economy’s rate of growth of GDP increases, it exerts upward pressure
on prices because resources become increasingly scarce due to rising aggregate
demand.
However, these pressures will become more acute as the rate of growth in the
economy’s GDP exceeds the long-term trend. Once this occurs, the rate of growth
becomes unsustainable: the economy is, in effect, operating outside its production
possibility boundary.

This chapter examines how negative and positive output gaps relate to unemployment
and inflationary pressures. It analyses the possible causes of policy conflicts in both
the short run and in the long run and considers how economic policies might be used
to try to reconcile such conflicts.

In Chapter 38 we encountered output gaps and explored their characteristics and
their relationship to actual and long-term trend rates of economic growth. We saw
that an output gap measures the difference between an economy’s actual level of
real GDP and its long-term trend level of real GDP. Output gaps can be positive or
negative.
■ A positive output gap occurs when actual GDP exceeds the long-term trend of
GDP, for example during the peak stage of the economic cycle. This is associated
with high levels of employment and inflationary pressures.
■ A negative output gap exists when the actual level of real GDP is lower than the
long-term trend. In Figure 42.1 this type of output gap can be seen to exist in the
trough phase of the economic cycle and is normally accompanied by rising levels
of unemployment but a reduction in inflationary pressures. The UK economy
experienced a substantial negative output gap for several years following the
severe recession of 2008–09.
Real
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Figure 42.1 Output
gaps, unemployment and
inflation
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Section 2 The national economy in a global context

Possible conflicts between
macroeconomic policy
objectives

Positive output gaps occur temporarily and prices play an important part in their
existence. Short-term production can exceed the economy’s productive capacity in
the short term for a number of reasons:
■ firms may increase output in response to rising prices, believing that this offers the
opportunity to earn higher profits than using resources in some alternative way;
■

employees who have been voluntarily unemployed may enter the labour market
as wages increase in the belief that real wages are rising;

■

some firms may accept that the level of demand for their products is only short
term and opt to use temporary techniques, such as paying employees overtime
rates, to increase output.

The increase in aggregate demand from AD1 to AD2 in Figure 42.2 results in a
movement along the short-run aggregate supply curve, increasing real GDP from Y1
(the full employment level of output) to Y2. This very high level of output, in excess
of the economy’s level of productive capacity, is achieved in the short run due to the
factors listed above and at the cost of the price level rising to P2.
However, output at Y2 is not sustainable in the long term. Firms recognise that profits
have not increased in real terms as costs of production have risen and so they reduce
output to a level that is sustainable. Employees return to voluntary unemployment
once they realise that although money wages have risen, real wages have not. The
level of output falls back to Y1 (the full employment level) and the price level rises to
P3, causing a contraction in aggregate demand. The positive output gap has resulted
in a significant increase in the price level from P1 to P3.
Price
level

LRAS

Figure 42.2 Inflation and
positive output gaps
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O
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Long-run economic growth
refers to an increase in an
economy’s productive potential
and is what is usually meant by
the term ‘economic growth’.
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Figure 38.2 Different
ways of presenting shortrun economic growth
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Key terms
Short-run economic growth is
an increase in production of
goods and services that occurs
without an economy acquiring
additional factors of production.
368

The economic growth shown by the overall rise in GDP in Figure 38.1 was a mixture
of short-run and long-run economic growth as well as a period of negative economic
growth in 2008–09.

360
GDP
Q on Q growth

–2
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Quantity supplied of oil

Which one of the following factors is most likely to have caused the shift in
supply curve from S1 to S2?
A A cut in excise duty on oil
B Improvements in technology
C Expectations of a fall in oil prices in the future
D Oil firms achieving higher productive efficiency
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Output gaps, unemployment and inflation
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% change in quantity demanded of Product X

The law of demand states that as price falls, quantity demanded increases. This is an
‘inverse’ relationship and means that the price elasticity of demand will be negative,
except in very unusual circumstances.
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The formula for calculating price elasticity of demand is set out below.
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Price elasticity of demand =
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All three elasticities are expressed as a number. This calculation divides the
percentage (or proportional) change in the quantity demanded by the percentage (or
proportional) change in the factor that is influencing the quantity demanded.

This chapter introduces the concepts of price, income and cross elasticities of demand
and shows how to calculate each of these elasticities. The relationship between income
elasticity of demand and normal and inferior goods is then studied, before moving on
to an explanation of the link between cross elasticity of demand and substitute and
complementary goods. Price elasticity of demand and its influence on firms’ total
revenue and consumers’ total expenditure is then considered. The chapter concludes
with an explanation of the factors that influence each of these elasticities of demand
and an interpretation of the meaning of their numerical values.

Authors Malcolm Surridge and John Wolinski, both hugely
experienced teachers and examiners as well as leading
textbook writers, have carefully structured the books to match
the specification precisely. Comprehensive in their coverage,
these highly illustrated works combine an accessible writing
style with clear and attractive presentation to enable your
students to understand even the most challenging material.

income elasticity of demand;
cross elasticity of demand. Cross elasticity of demand measures the responsiveness
of the quantity demanded to a change in the price of another product and can
therefore be used to examine the impact of changes in the price of both substitutes
and complements.
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